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Fitting Instructions
Senses Face Fitting Instructions

• With Fascia

1. Take the tool to the window and butt the square edges 
into the window recess, so that the arrows point horizon-
tally away from the window.

3. Remove the tool, revealing the two holes. Take the 
bracket to the holes and line them up within the slots on 
the bracket base. Insert screws into the holes and tighten. 
Using the top and bottom slots allows for sideways 
adjustment of the bracket before completely tightening. 
Repeat for additional brackets and center supports.

Please note that the use of wall plugs is recommended
where appropriate.

2. Pick the required overlap: 22mm (marked ‘recess fit’), 
50mm or 765mm. Keeping the tool in place, drill into the 
fitting surface using a 3mm bit through 2 of the 4 grouped 
holes. Where center support is required, position tool in 
center of window and drill required holes.  It is recommended to 

use the top and bottom holes where possible.

4. When all brackets  have been fitted insert blind by 
lining up fascia end caps with slots  on fixing brackets . 
Adjustment of fascia end caps can be used to aid this 
process. When both sides have been located ensure blind 
is  pushed fully home until locks on both the fixing brackets  
and center support have been snapped in to place.

OR
To Remove Blind

Use following methods according
to accessibility of brackets

1. Using flat blade screwdriver, 
release locking clip as shown and 
pull fascia away from bracket.

2. Using flat blade screwdriver, 
release locking clip by inserting 
screwdriver between bracket 
and end cap.

Please Note:
It is  recommended that the height stop is NOT set in the factory.
It is  recommended that this is  left to allow the fitter to best set the blind to the end consumers preference.
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